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Abstract Solving the problem of mutually exclusive access to a critical resource is
a major challenge in distributed systems. In some solutions, there is a unique token
in the whole system which acts as a privilege to access a critical resource. Prac-
tical and easily implemented, the token-ring algorithm is one of the most popular
token-based mutual exclusion algorithms known in this field’s literature. However,
it suffers from low scalability and a high average waiting time for resource seekers.
The present paper proposes a new algorithm which employs a two-dimensional torus
logical structure of N processes and the token-ring algorithm concept. It performs in
a way that increasingly raises scalability and reduces the average waiting time of the
token-ring algorithm. The token makes a circular movement along the columns of the
two-dimensional torus (vertical ring), while the requests for the critical resource make
a circular movement along the rows of the torus (horizontal ring). In this algorithm,
the number of messages exchanged is between 2

√
N + 1 and 3

√
N + 1 under light

load situations and, under heavy load situations, is at the most three messages per
critical section invocation. Thus, in contrast with the leading algorithms, the proposed
algorithm has gained significant improvements, in addition to having been proved to
operate correctly.
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1 Introduction

A distributed system consists of distinct processes which communicate with each
other through message passing. In other words, a system is called distributed if the
message transmission delay is not negligible compared to the time between the events
in a single process [1]. One of the most important aims in distributed systems is to
provide an environment conducive to sharing resources [2–11]. Hence, it is possible
that several processes simultaneously request a shared resource. On the other hand,
atomic actions play a significant role in a distributed environment. Theymay be applied
as mechanisms to provide process synchronization [12]. These actions are used to
ensure that inconsistencies do not arise when concurrent activities operate on shared
objects.

Every process has a code section, namely the Critical Section (CS), in which a
process can access a shared resource.There aremany situations in single systems, cloud
providers, operating systems, distributed databases, and distributed shared memory,
among others, in which a resource must be accessed by only one process at any given
time [13–20]. When a process tries to invoke a shared resource, it must first enter its
CS. In this way, the process can enjoy exclusive access to the shared resource and
prevent other processes from interfering in its work [21].

Algorithms presented to assure mutual exclusion in distributed systems are named
as DistributedMutual Exclusion (DME) algorithms. It is necessary to solve the mutual
exclusion problem in order to prevent race conditions and also erroneous results from
correct programs [22]. In distributed systems, every node has a partial or incomplete
view of the system. Moreover, there is not any shared semaphore or infrastructure
in which DME algorithms may be implemented. Consequently, the DME problem
should be solved using message exchange.

1.1 Background

The issue of DME, which had been introduced by Dijkstra [23], has been fairly well
studied [4,15,17,24–30]. In some solutions, a token is a unique entity which allows
a node to enter its CS out of all other nodes that are also attempting to invoke their
CSs. Such solutions are addressed as token-based algorithms. Token-based algorithms
often apply two strategies to assuremutual exclusion, namely the token-askingmethod
and the perpetual movement of the token [31].

In the token-askingmethod [32–36], when a node attempts to invoke its CS, it sends
a request to other nodes if it does not hold the token and then waits for the token. After
receiving the token, the requester node executes its CS and then passes the token to a
selected requester node. If there is no requester node in the system, the process holds
the token and does not forward it. The present study took advantage of the concept
of this method along the rows of the logical two-dimensional torus (described in the
next section).

In the perpetual token movement strategy, the token passes through the nodes to
allow each of them to enter their CSs one after another. It is, therefore, possible that
a node receives the token while it passes over, without ever having sent any request.
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Consequently, much communication and processing overhead are imposed on the
system, especially in the light load situation in which a few number of processes
attempt to simultaneously invoke their CSs. However, for heavy load situations, these
kinds of algorithms are highly efficient. Token-ring algorithm [37] belongs to the class
of token-based algorithms which employs the perpetual token movement strategy. In
this type of algorithm, in order not to forget a process’s request, the processes are placed
on a unidirectional logical ring, around which the token rotates clockwise or counter-
clockwise. If a node receives the token without having requested CS entry, it forwards
the token to the process in its proximity on the ring. The token’s unidirectional rotation
guarantees the liveness property. The major problem with the token-ring algorithm is
that it is not scalable; by increasing the number of processes, the average waiting
time, before entering its CS, lengthens for the requester node. The current study’s
algorithm utilized the idea of the token-ring algorithm in the columns of the logical
two-dimensional torus. Although there are many DME algorithms in the literature [1,
22,31–33,37], they are not efficient with respect to the number of messages exchanged
in all cases while the current work performs well in all cases.

1.2 Contribution

In the current paper, an algorithm for solving the DME problem is proposed for the
purposes of decreasing communication overhead and increasing the scalability prop-
erty in a system having at least one unresponded CS entry request at any given time.
The main contribution of this work is to decrease the number of messages required for
the heavy load condition by using a two-dimensional torus logical structure. Simul-
taneously, it limits the number of exchanged messages under light load situations in
the worst case. This proposed algorithm is considered as token-based. It uses a two-
dimensional torus logical topology to decrease the number of message exchanges. The
token moves circularly along the columns of the two-dimensional torus to grant the
CS entrance privilege to the nodes while processing CS entry requests by rotating hor-
izontally along the rows of that torus, this is so as to alert all the nodes in the rowwith a
pending request. The role of the joint node between the row consisting of the requester
node and the column comprised of the token is to change the direction of the token
from a vertical movement to a horizontal one. In other words, when the token reaches
a given row, it acquires information on the pending requests for that row and serves
those requests. The current study’s algorithm assures the safety and liveness proper-
ties. It also outperforms better than many other algorithms such as [1,31–34] because
it decreases the number of messages exchanged under light (between 2

√
N + 1 and

3
√
N + 1), medium (between 3 and 3

√
N ), and heavy demand (at most 3). It should

be mentioned that the present work considers the status in which only one,
√
N , and

N node attempt to simultaneously invoke their CSs in light, medium, and heavy load
situations, respectively.

1.3 Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 defines the system model of the
algorithm; Sect. 3 provides an informal description of the algorithm, data structures
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and messages, algorithm details (in which the pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown),
and finally, describes the details of the algorithm via a scenario; Sect. 4 proves the
correctness of the algorithm. In Sect. 5, the performance of the algorithm is analyzed
and then a conclusion is drawn.

2 Model

The present work implements its proposed algorithm on a distributed system con-
sisting of N nodes with no shared memory. Therefore, these nodes communicate
by asynchronous message exchange. The communication network is presumed to be
error-free. Without generality loss, it is supposed that there is only one process in each
node. Hence, the process and node can be used interchangeably.

The message propagation delay is unpredictable but finite, which means that every
messagewill eventually be received.Messagesmay be received in a different sequence
than the sequence in which they were sent. A unique identification number is devoted
to each process which is between 1 to N.

In the case of broadcast-based algorithms [1,33,34], no structure is assumed, and
the requester sends messages to others in parallel, thus broadcasting the message.
In contrast, in logical structure-based algorithms [22,31,32,36–40], the sites in the
system are considered to be arranged in a logical configuration, such as a tree or ring,
and messages are transferred from one site to another along the edges of the imposed
logical structure [2]. The present paper employs a logical structure in the form of a
two-dimensional torus. Token movement, which is essential in this algorithm, is based
on this logical structure of N nodes. To be exact, each node belongs to two logical
rings; the tokenmeets the nodes one by one in the vertical circle, while in the horizontal
ring, the tokenmeets them on demand. Also, the CS entry requests are only propagated
over the horizontal ring. This is the reason why the current work organizes the logical
structure in the form of a two-dimensional torus. It is assumed that N = d2, where
d is an integer number and N is the number of processes. Therefore, the proposed
algorithm’s logical torus has

√
N rows and

√
N columns. Each process knows only its

neighbors to the right and down, and consequently, it can forward messages to either
of them, when needed.

It is supposed that processes perform correctly. A process can access a critical
resource only when it is executing its CS and this time is limited. When a process
requests to enter its CS, it cannot generate another request before the first one is
processed and it is given this chance to use the resource and let it go. It is presumed
that there is at least one unresponded request in the system at any given time. Also,
CS entry requests may be satisfied out of the order of their creation, such as in the
algorithms proposed in [31,33,34,36,37,39,41].

3 Proposed algorithm

This section describes a token-basedmutual exclusion algorithm for a logical structure
shaped as two-dimensional torus. As long as all nodes are idle, the token starts in any
node i and visits each node in its-cyclic-column. Returning to node i , the token moves
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to the right column and visits all its nodes. After covering all columns of the network,
the token returns to node i . Additionally, any node j may spontaneously turn from
idle to waiting. In this case, j solicits a sequence of messages, alerting the nodes in
its-cyclic-row. Of course, the token eventually meets an alerted node. In this case, the
token follows the corresponding line until it meets j . If more than one node moves
from idle to waiting, then some light bookkeeping is required to serve all such nodes.

The description of the current study’s proposed algorithm is divided into four parts:
First, an informal description is illustrated; second, data structures and messages are
explained; third, the overall algorithm is presented, and then, in the last part, a scenario
is applied to illustrate all aspects of the algorithm in detail.

3.1 An informal description of the algorithm

At first, Pk (which is in a row a and column b of the logical topology) is the token-
holder process, and the token circulates downward in column b. For simplification,
one can assume that there is only one requester process, say process Pi in row m and
column n(m is different from a), which is attempting to invoke its CS. The given
location of these two nodes and the messages exchanged between the system nodes in
the following scenario are shown in Fig. 1a. Process Pi sends its request to enter the
CS along the horizontal ring of its row (in the right direction), and it is forwarded by
other processes in row m. Therefore, after receiving process Pi ’s request all existing
nodes in row m are aware that process Pi is waiting to receive the token. As shown in
Fig. 1b, when the token arrives at process Pj (which is the common node of the token
movement column and the CS requester node’s row), process Pj checks its request
queue. If it is empty, the token continues its downward movement along the vertical
ring. If process Pj itself has previously requested access to the CS, then it can enter its
CS, or if there are some other CS entry requests in process Pj ’s request queue, it sends
the token to its neighbor on the right in order to start the token’s circular movement
on the horizontal ring. With this action, all pending requests in this row are responded
to, and the token eventually comes back to process Pj . In this case, the token resumes
its vertical movement from process Pj .

To decrease the number of message exchanges, three interesting principles are
applied to the algorithmwhich has a remarkable influence on the overall performance:

• PCL_1:When a requester process, say process Px , receives a requestmessage (e.g.,
process Py’s request), it blocks that request because process Px has already alerted
other nodes in its row of the existence of some requests in the same row, therefore,
not requiring process Py’s request message to complete its horizontal circulation.
In addition to decreasing the number of message exchanges, this principle permits
each node to have a local queue of the maximum size of two in order to be able to
save an arriving request and its own request if any.

• PCL_2: Regarding PCL_1, if a process is attempting to invoke its CSwhile holding
a pending request in its queue, it blocks its own request and does not send it to the
neighbor on the right.

• PCL_3: Circulating the token in a particular column imposes an extra load on the
nodes in that column. To prevent this additional burden, it is necessary to change
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Fig. 1 Total messages exchanged between processes in the algorithm

the token movement column. The principle causes all processes to tolerate an
approximately equal workload. Themanner in which this principle is implemented
is explained in Subsection 3.3.
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3.2 Data structures and messages

Data structures and messages used in the proposed algorithm are described as follows.
Request is a kind of message sent by a process needing to enter its CS, such as Pi . This
message contains the identification number of its creator and is denoted as Request i .

Token is a record which is embedded within a message. It contains a field named
RowCounter. To implement PCL_3, the number of rows passed from where the Token
started its vertical movement is counted using the RowCounter field of the Token.
Regarding this field, whenever the Token completely circulates a column, another
field of the Token, namely ChgCol, is set to TRUE. In other words, the ChgCol is a
Boolean variable that indicates whether changing columns is necessary or not. If it is
TRUE, the Token should jump one step to the right to restart its vertical movement in
a new column. The other field of the Token is ColCounter which may have different
values in various situations; it is negative when the Token is changing its movement
column, zero when the Token is received from the neighbor above, and positive when
the Token counts the number of columns while it is navigating a row.

Each node has a local queue of the maximum size of two in order to save the
requests named Waitingi . The small size of this queue prevents an overhead due
to the handling of high-volume data. Also, each node has a local Boolean parameter
called CS-permission, which determines whether the process can enter its CS or not.

In the following algorithm details, it is assumed that process Pk in row a and column
b is the token-holder process. Refer to the initialization part of the algorithm in Fig. 2.

3.3 Algorithm details

The behavior of the present study’s algorithm is investigated in three situations: (1)
process Pi attempts entering its CS, (2) process Pi receives a message from process
Pj , and (3) process Pi relinquishes its CS.

Requesting the CS: Process Pi creates Requesti to enter its CS and places it in the
rear ofWaitingi . If there is only Request i in this queue, process Pi sends its request
to its right node on the horizontal ring. Otherwise, by considering PCL_2, process Pi
avoids sending Request i . Then, process Pi waits until it receives the Token.Whenever
process Pi receives the Token, it sets CS-permissioni to TRUE and executes its CS.
This action must be performed atomically. In fact, it can be considered as an atomic
action. Refer to Lines 1–7 in Fig. 2.

Receiving a Message: When process Pi receives a message from process Pj , it may
be in one of two states:

• Process Pi receives Request j . If Waitingi is empty and Request j has not com-
pletely rotated through the horizontal ring, process Pi inserts that request in its
Waiting and forwards it to its neighbor on the right. Otherwise, process Pi ignores
that request. Refer to Lines 16–23 in Fig. 2.

• The received message is Token. In this case, one of the three states may occur:
1. Token is received from the neighbor above of process Pi . As Token enters a

new row, the RowCounter field of Token is added by the quantity of one. Now,
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Fig. 2 Pseudo-code of the
algorithm in process Pi

Initialization:
Token.RowCounter ← 1, Token.ColCounter ← 0, 
Token.ChCol ← FALSE.
For all processes: CS-permission ← FALSE, Waiting is empty.

Distributed Mutual Exclusion Solver:
1. CASE REQUESTING THE CS:
2. CREATE Requesti;
3. INSERT (Waitingi, Requesti);
4. /*inserts Requesti in the rear of Waitingi.*/
5. IF (there is only Requesti in Waitingi) THEN
6. SEND Requesti to its right neighbor; 
7. WAIT (CS-permissioni TRUE);
8. CASE RELEASING THE CS:
9. CS-permissioni ← FALSE;
10. CLEAR Waitingi;
11. IF (Token.ColCounter ) THEN
12. Token.ColCounter ← 0;
13. SEND Token to its down neighbor;
14. ELSE
15. SEND Token to its right neighbor;
16. CASE RECEIVING A MESSAGE BY PROCESS Pi:
17. SWITCH (message type)
18. CASE Requestj:
19. IF ( AND Waitingi is empty) 
20. INSERT (Waitingi,Requestj);
21. SEND Requestj to its right neighbor;
22. ELSE
23. IGNORE Requestj;
24. CASE Token:
25. IF (Token.ColCounter ) THEN /*State in 
26. which token is received from the upper neighbor.*/
27. Token.RowCounter ← Token.RowCounter ;
28. IF (Token.RowCounter ) THEN
29. Token.ChCol ← TRUE;
30. Token.ColCounter ← -1;
31. SEND Token to its right neighbor;
32. ELSE IF (Waitingi is empty) THEN
33. /*There is not any request in this row.*/
34. SEND Token to its down neighbor;
35. ELSE 
36. Token.ColCounter ← 1;
37. IF (There is Requesti in Waitingi) THEN
38. CS-permissioni ← TRUE;
39. ELSE 
40. CLEAR Waitingi;
41. SEND Token to its right neighbor;
42. ELSE IF (Token.ColCounter ) THEN /*State in
43. which token is received from the left neighbor
44. while it has not completed its horizontal circulation.*/
45. Token.ColCounter ← Token.ColCounter ;
46. IF (There is Requesti in Waitingi) THEN
47. CS-permissioni ← TRUE;
48. ELSE
49. CLEAR Waitingi;
50. IF (Token.ColCounter ) THEN 
51. Token.ColCounter ← 0;
52. SEND Token to its down neighbor;
53. ELSE
54. SEND Token to its right neighbor;
55. ELSE IF (Token.ColCounter ) THEN
56. /*State in which token is changing its column.*/
57. Token.ChCol ← FALSE;
58. Token.RowCounter ← 1;
59. IF (Waitingi is empty) THEN
60. Token.ColCounter ← 0;
61. SEND Token to its down neighbor;
62. ELSE 
63. Token.ColCounter ← 1;
64. IF (There is Requesti in Waitingi) THEN
65. CS-permissioni ← TRUE;
66. ELSE                        
67. CLEAR Waitingi;
68. SEND Token to its right neighbor;
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by checking this field, it is recognizable whether Token has completely rotated
a vertical ring or not. If so, it should continue its vertical movement in the
right column of process Pi . In the case that the vertical rotation of Token has
not yet been completed and if there is not any request in the Waitingi queue,
Token is sent to the node below process Pi . Otherwise, if Request i is not in
Waitingi , then process Pi clears Waitingi and sends Token to its neighbor
on the right. In contrast, if Request i is inWaitingi , then process Pi can enter
its CS. Refer to Lines 24–41 in Fig. 2.

2. Token is received from the neighbor on the left of process Pi . In this case,
process Pican enter its CS if this has been previously requested. If not, process
Pi clears Waitingi and sends Token to its neighbor on the right if Token has
not completed a rotational movement on this row. Otherwise, process Pi sends
Token to the node below to resume its vertical movement. Refer to Lines 42–54
in Fig. 2.

3. Token is received from the neighbor on the left of process Pi in order to change
the vertical movement column of Token. Process Pi checks itsWaiting and, as
mentioned in Case 2, makes a decision whether to send Token on its regular
course, that is, to start its horizontal circulation with the aim of responding to
requests from nodes located in this row or to send Token to the node below in
order to start its vertical movement in this new column; this action is performed
when Waitingi is empty. Refer to Lines 55–68 in Fig. 2.

Releasing theCS:One can now suppose a situation inwhich process Pi finishes its CS
execution. First, it makesCS-permissioni equal to false so that it cannot immediately
enter its CS, so as to prevent other needy processes from starving. Then, process Pi
clears Waitingi . If Token has completed its horizontal movement, process Pi sends
Token to its neighbor process below; otherwise, process Pi sends Token to its neighbor
on the right. Refer to Lines 8–15 in Fig. 2.

3.4 A scenario

In addition to describing the pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm’s formal pre-
sentation, the present study utilizes a scenario to explain actions in detail and with
the assistance of Fig. 3. In Sect. 3, it is assumed that Pk is the token-holder process.
As shown in Fig. 3a, process P8 (here k is equal to 8) sends Token in a downward
direction, while process P16 attempts to invoke its CS. Therefore, process P16 inserts
Request16 in Waiting16 and then sends Request16 to its neighbor on the right so
that all nodes in its row are eventually informed of its need to enter CS.

Now, process P18, after receiving Token, checks its Waiting. Waiting18 is empty
because Request16 has not yet arrived to process P18. Thus, process P18 sends Token
in a downward direction to continue the vertical movement of Token in column 3 (see
Fig. 3b).

On the other hand, process P23, after obtaining Token, passes Token to the next
node in the vertical movement of Token. This action is continued through process P3
in Fig. 3c. Also, the request of process P16 has arrived at all nodes in row 4 and is
inserted in the Waiting queues of those nodes.
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Fig. 3 A scenario

In Fig. 3d, processes P17 and P19, which are attempting to invoke their CSs, find
their Waitings non-empty. Therefore, they just insert their Requests in corresponding
Waitings and do not forward those messages to their next node according to PCL_2.
This action leads to fewer message exchanges. On the other hand, process P8, after
receiving Token, passes it to the node on the right. This changing of columns is due to
the finalizing of the circular movement of Token in column 3.

In Fig. 3e, the circular movement of Token begins in column 4 through process P9.
This action continues until Token arrives at process P19.
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After receiving Token, process P19, in Fig. 3f, enters the CS and then clears
Waiting19. Processes P2 and P5 simultaneously request to enter their CSs.

After executing its CS, process P19 sends Token to process P20, as shown in Fig. 3g.
Because process P20 has not made any request itself, it clears its queue and forwards
Token to its neighbor on the right (process P16).

As depicted in Fig. 3h, when receiving Token, process P16 enters its CS. Process P16
then clears itsWaiting after releasing its CS and then sends Token to process P17. Upon
receiving Token, process P17 enters its CS, releases it and then passes Token to the next
process. After receiving Token, process P18 clears its queue and forwards Token to pro-
cess P19.On the other hand, Request5 is inserted in theWaitingof processes P5 and P1.
Similarly, Request2 is placed into theWaiting of processes P2, P3, and P4. It is notable
that these two requests will not be forwarded to other nodes according to PCL_1.

In Fig. 3i, as a horizontal ring is completely traversed by Token, process P19 sends
it to the neighbor blow so that Token can resume its vertical movement.

Token keeps its vertical movement over the nodes until it reaches process P4 whose
Waiting is non-empty (Fig. 3j). Now, Token is responsible for responding to all pending
requests in row 1. Besides, all the nodes in this row clear their Waitings while Token
passes over them. As Token completes the horizontal rotation, it moves down and
comes back to the first location where it started the vertical circulation (process P9).

Now, the Tokenmust change its column on its regular course (Fig. 3k). Process P10
continues the algorithm as explained.

With the assistance of this scenario, the present study has described all aspects of
the algorithm.

4 Proof of correctness

Proving the correctness of the proposed algorithm depends on satisfying safety and
liveness properties. Therefore, the present work should separately prove that each of
these properties is assured.

4.1 Safety

Safety is assured if no more than one node executes its CS at one time. For each
pair of nodes, one node must release its CS before the other node enters its CS. At
first, there is only one token-holder node in the current work’s token-based algorithm.
Of course, this node cannot remain the token-holding node because the proposed
algorithm requires perpetual movement of the token. As only the token-holder node
can enter its CS, it is sufficient to show that just one token-holder node exists at any
given time. Only the token-holder node can send the token to just one other node, after
which it becomes a non-token-holder node. The token is transferred to the receiver
node within a limited time. Furthermore, a token cannot be produced and sent by any
non-token-holder node.

Theorem 1 (Safety) The proposed algorithm in Fig. 2 achieves safety.
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Proof The present study uses “reduction to the absurd” to prove safety assurance.
Thus, it must be stated that the safety is not assured. As a result, two or more nodes
can simultaneously execute their CSs. In the proposed algorithm, because only the
token-holder node can enter its CS, the system must then be a multi-token one. Thus,
these tokens existed in the system, to begin with, or some nodes produced tokens, or
some non-token-holder nodes sent the token messages to other nodes, or the token-
holder node could have sent the token to more than one node. Considering these
explanations, the assumptions are impossible. Hence, a contradiction exists that proves
the assumption that more than one node can simultaneously enter CSs is incorrect. As
a result, safety is assured. ��

4.2 Liveness

Liveness is assured if every CS request will eventually be responded to. Liveness
includes freedom of deadlock and starvation.

Theorem 2 (Liveness) The algorithm in Fig. 2 achieves liveness.

Proof By means of a contradiction, the present study proves that liveness is assured.
It is therefore assumed that the algorithm does not ensure liveness. This assumption
can be the result of one of the following situations:

• None of the nodes are token-holder nodes, and Token cannot be forwarded to other
nodes: This case is erroneous because it is mentioned, on the assumption, that Pk
is the token-holder node at the beginning of the algorithm and Token is passed
from one node to another.

• The token-holder node does not know whether other nodes have requests or not:
This is incorrect because when a node attempts to invoke its CS, it inserts the
Request in its Waiting queue and then sends the Request to the next node along
the horizontal ring. This forwarding of the Request message is continued until it
returns to the owner node. In the circular path of the Request message, each node
also inserts the Request in itsWaiting. Furthermore, Token circulates vertically and
eventually meets up with one of these alerted nodes. Therefore, Token understands
that there is at least one pending request in this row and so starts its horizontal
movement to respond to any possible request. It is noteworthy that Token resumes
its vertical circulation as it completes a horizontal rotation. As a result, there is
no starvation of nodes in other rows because the new requests of a row do not
permanently keep the Token in that row. Therefore, the first assumption is wrong.

• The token-holder node does not pass Token to other nodes and keeps it forever.
This assumption is incorrect because if the token-holder node attempts to invoke
its CS, it executes the CS in a finite time period. After releasing its CS and clearing
itsWaiting, the Token must be forwarded to another node. Therefore, in these two
conditions, this node becomes a non-token holder node:
1. If Token has not completed its horizontal circulation, it will be forwarded to

the neighbor on the right of the token-holder node.
2. Otherwise,Tokenwill be delivered to the neighbor below to continue its vertical

movement in a column.
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This contradiction then indicates that the anti-liveness assumption cannot be cor-
rected.

• Messages do not arrive at the destination node: This is incorrect. Based on the
assumptions of the proposed algorithm, the network is error-free. Hence, this
statement is also wrong.

In the end, liveness is assured. ��

5 Comparison analysis

As deduced from the literature, the execution time of algorithm instructions is negli-
gible in contrast to that of message passing. Therefore, similar to the other presented
articles in the literature [28,38,40,42], the current study counts the number ofmessages
exchanged in order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. The performance of
DME algorithms is considered under three conditions: light, medium, and heavy load
situations [4,28,38,40]. In the literature, the overhead is often due to message passing.
Therefore, the lower the number of message exchanges the lower the overhead of the
algorithm. In addition, the scalability of DME algorithms depends on the message
complexity of these algorithms. Therefore, the proposed algorithm (as shown in the
following), due to reducing the message complexity, improves the scalability property
and reduces the overhead.

5.1 Light demand situation

The present study assumed a status in which only process Pi (in row m and column
n of the logical torus) attempts to invoke its CS. To do so, it inserts Request i in
its Waiting and sends that message to its neighbor on the right. The neighbor also
inserts the Request i in itsWaiting and then forwards it to the node on the right. This
action continues until Request i comes back to process Pi . Thismeans that themessage
completely circulates a horizontal ring. Therefore, up to this stage of the algorithm, the
number ofmessages exchanged is

√
N . In addition, the number ofmessages exchanged

for Token, which are received by one of the alerted nodes in row m, is between 1 and√
N + 1. One message is required if Token is in row m − 1; also,

√
N + 1 is required

when Token must circulate around a vertical ring and also change its column to arrive
at a node in row m. After that, Token needs

√
N relocations to respond to process P ′

i s
request and other possible pending requests in this row. Consequently, as shown in
Table 1, between 2

√
N + 1 and 3

√
N + 1, messages are exchanged under a light load

condition. This is fewer than that of many other algorithms, such as [1,31–36,36–39].

5.2 Heavy demand situation

The current study assumes a status in which all nodes attempt to simultaneously
invoke their CSs and in which each of them tries to enter the CS again immediately
after releasing its CS. Therefore, each of these N nodes sends their requests to the
next node on the right. Because each node places its Requestmessage in itsWaiting, a
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node finds itsWaiting non-empty and, in the case of PCL_1, does not forward the other
node’s request to the next node. Therefore, there are N message exchanges for all nodes
up to this step of the algorithm. It should be noted that, if some nodes asynchronously
attempt to invoke their CSs, they just place that request in their Waiting and do not
forward it to the next node according to PCL_2. The reason for this is that they find
their Waiting non-empty. Thus, there are still at most N message exchanges in this
case.

At this time, the number of messages exchanged by the Token movement must be
counted. Token circulates a row to respond to all pending requests on that row, and
there are

√
N number of rows. Therefore,

√
N ×√

N = N messages to be exchanged
for Tokenmovements in rows. Also,

√
N + 1 messages are exchanged for the vertical

circulation of Token in regard to column changing.
Totally, under heavy condition, there are 2N+√

N+1message exchanges including
Token and Request messages. Therefore, the average number of messages exchanged
per CS invocation is, at the most, three:

2N + √
N + 1

N
≤ 3(for N > 2),

which is far less than that of many other algorithms (e.g., [1,31–34,36,39,40]), as
shown in Table 1.

5.3 Medium demand situation

Here, a status is assumed in which
√
N nodes attempt to simultaneously invoke their

CSs. In this situation, two cases are considered:

• Best case: This case occurs whenever
√
N requester nodes are located in the same

row. Therefore, similar to the heavy demand situation, there are
√
N message

exchanges for all nodes in this row to request their CSs. On the other hand, at
most,

√
N + 1 messages are required for Token to arrive at the alerted node in this

row. Then, there are
√
N message exchanges to move Token to this row. Totally,

3
√
N + 1 messages are exchanged in this case; therefore, the average number of

messages exchanged per CS invocation is approximately three.
• Worst case: This case presents a situation in which

√
N requester nodes are

located in different rows. This case is similar to the light demand situation in that,
to request the CS, each requester node alerts the nodes in its rows; this requires√
N × √

N = N messages to be exchanged. Also,
√
N + 1 and

√
N × √

N =
N messages are exchanged for the vertical and horizontal circulation of Token,
respectively. Therefore,

2N + √
N + 1√
N

≤ 3
√
N (for N > 2)

Thus, the average number of messages exchanged per CS invocation (3 to 3
√
N )

is less than that of many other algorithms (e.g., [1,32–34,37]).
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6 Conclusion and future work

This present paper presented a new distributed algorithm to solve the mutual exclusion
problem in distributed environments. A logical structure was assumed in the form of
a two-dimensional torus, in which requests are sent in a horizontal ring (rows of the
torus), and a token rotates in a vertical ring (the columns of the torus). The current
work proved that the algorithm correctly satisfies CS entry requests, and hence, safety
and liveness properties are assured. By maintaining the simplicity of the implementa-
tion, the scalability property was increased and the average waiting time shortened in
comparison with the token-ring algorithm. In addition, the overhead decreased due to
the manipulation of high-volume data, in contrast to many other algorithms.

Generally, in light demand scenarios, the number of necessary message exchanges,
between 2

√
N +1 and 3

√
N +1 per CS invocation, is more than that of heavy demand

conditions (3 messages). In comparison with leading algorithms, the performance of
the proposed algorithm is better in terms of fewer message exchanges, especially in
the heavy load situations. Therefore, the authors recommend that the algorithm be
implemented in distributed systems with high demand. For future work, focus will be
placed on fault tolerance aspects, such as token loss, which is a significant issue for
token-based DME solutions.
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